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Abstract We report 275 GHz EPR spectra of human serum transferrin. At this high mi-

crowave frequency the zero-field splitting between the magnetic sublevels of the high-spin

Fe3+ sites can be accurately determined. We find the zero-field splitting to be a sensitive

probe of the structure of the transferrin iron-binding sites. Signals arising from iron bound

to the transferrin N-lobe can clearly be distinguished fromsignals from iron bound to the

C-lobe. Moreover, our spectra show that the structure of theiron site in the N-lobe is in-
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fluenced by the presence and conformation of the C-lobe. The spectra of a series of N-lobe

mutants altering the second-shell interaction of Arg124 with the synergistic anion carbonate

reflect conformational changes induced at the iron site.

Keywords High-frequency EPR· High-spin Fe3+ · Human serum transferrin· zero-field

splitting

1 Introduction

The transferrins are a family of iron-binding proteins thatare found in a variety of biological

fluids of all vertebrates, and also some invertebrates. [1,2] Iron is essential to life as it is a

functional component of many proteins and enzymes. A major complication in the handling

of iron is that ferric iron (Fe3+) is insoluble, and can hydrolyze or reduce to ferrous iron

(Fe2+), which promotes the production of harmful radicals. Transferrins are able to bind

ferric iron in a stable complex. They thereby serve to transport iron to cells and at the same

time assure that no free iron is available to any other organism than the host.

The transferrin family has been studied extensively and a wealth of structural informa-

tion is available. [3–7] Human serum transferrin (hTF) is an80 kDa glycoprotein that con-

sists, like most transferrins, of two homologous lobes, named the N- and C-lobe. Both lobes

are able to bind one ferric iron inside a deep cleft. Release of iron is accompanied by a large

conformational change in which the cleft opens around a hinge. [8] Four residues, which are

conserved in vertebrates, coordinate to the iron: Asp63, Tyr95, Tyr188, and His249 (residue

numbering for human serum isolated N-lobe), shown in Figure1. The approximately octahe-

dral coordination of the iron is completed by two oxygen atoms from the synergistic anion,

carbonate, that binds together with the iron. The carbonateis kept in place by a network of

hydrogen bonds to several amino acid residues, of which Arg124 is highly conserved.

Human serum transferrin sequesters Fe3+ avidly, with a binding constant in excess of

1020 M−1. [10] Iron is released to cells through receptor mediated endocytosis. [11,12]

Recent studies show that a lowering of the pH to 5.6, an unidentified chelator, and a series

of interactions between both lobes and the receptor together orchestrate a fast, balanced

release of the iron. [13–15] However, questions remain withregard to what happens locally

at the iron site during iron release, although protonation of coordinating ligands appears to

be crucial. [5,16–21] Iron is transported out of the endosome by a divalent metal transporter

[2], which means that at some point ferric iron must be reduced to ferrous iron. Indirect
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Fig. 1 The iron-binding site of human serum transferrin. The site shown is of isolated N-lobe, PDB ID 1A8E.

[5] The image was created with Protein Workshop. [9] The carbonate and Arg124 are shown in conformation

A, see Discussion.

evidence shows the involvement of ferrireductase Steap3; [22,23] however, the transferrin

receptor may also raise the reduction potential of iron bound to human serum transferrin.

[24] Experimental information on the electronic structureof the iron-binding site during the

various steps in iron release would be most helpful in elucidating this process.

Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy probes the electronic structure of

the iron binding site and thereby provides information on the nature of the iron in its bound

state. The first 9.5 GHz (X band) EPR spectrum of hTF was reported in 1963 by Aasaet al.,

[25] and by Windleet al. shortly thereafter. [26] However, because transferrin binds Fe3+

in the high-spin state (S = 5/2) and the six magnetic sublevels are split into three Kramers

doublets by a zero-field splitting (ZFS) larger than the applied microwave quantum, EPR

experiments at X band provide limited information. The ZFS parameters can merely be es-

timated and values reported by different laboratories showlittle agreement between them.

[25,27–34] A large number of X-band spectra of transferrin are reported in the literature,

but the use of these spectra to obtain structural information, or even their use as fingerprints,

has been difficult (cf. Discussion). [10,29,31,35–47] A fewEPR studies on transferrins at
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higher microwave frequencies exist. At 34 GHz extremely complex spectra were obtained.

[28] Even the combination of X-band and 95 GHz spectra did notallow a consistent interpre-

tation. [48,49] In Reference [50], a Minireview in this journal, a spectrum of human serum

transferrin is reported at 285 GHz, but seemingly only as illustrative of high-frequency EPR

of a biological high-spin Fe3+ center. The resolution, and thus the analysis, is limited and

the authors do not distinguish contributions from the individual lobes.

Here we report continuous-wave (cw) EPR spectra at 275 GHz ofhuman serum trans-

ferrin. Inter-doublet transitions are induced for the high-spin Fe3+ site of transferrin and

therefore the 275 GHz spectra are rich in information. Smallchanges in the ZFS show up

very distinctly, and the ZFS in turn is a sensitive probe of the structure of the high-spin iron

sites.

We acquired 275 GHz spectra of human serum transferrin in several forms. First, wild-

type human serum transferrin in which both lobes are loaded with iron (Fe2) was compared

to authentic monoferric human serum transferrin, generated by disabling the iron-binding

by a local mutation in either the C-lobe (FeN) or the N-lobe (FeC). The 275 GHz spec-

tra of diferric human serum transferrin distinguishes signals from iron bound to the N-lobe

from iron bound to the C-lobe, each iron having distinct ZFS parameters. Additionally, com-

parison of the spectra of Fe2, FeN and isolated N-lobe demonstrates that the presence and

conformation of the C-lobe have an influence on the structureof the iron binding site in the

N-lobe. Finally, we have studied three mutants of isolated N-lobe, in which Arg124 is ei-

ther removed (R124A) or its conformation is altered (Y45E and L66W). The spectra reflect

conformational changes induced at the iron site.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Human serum transferrin

Recombinant human serum transferrin (hTF) was expressed inbaby hamster kidney cells

using a pNUT expression vector. [51,52] The recombinant hTFis non-glycosylated and

contains an N-terminal hexa-histidine tag, but is functionally indistinguishable from hTF

isolated from serum and containing two Asn-linked glycosylation sites. [53] Monoferric

hTF was produced by disabling one of the binding sites by local mutations: monoferric C

(FeC): N-His Y95F/Y188F hTF-NG, and monoferric N (FeN): N-His Y426F/Y517F hTF-
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NG, as described in Reference [54]. Preparation of hTF/2N (N-lobe) mutants is described in

detail in Reference [55]. The mutants R124A and Y45E were prepared using a polymerase

chain reaction-based mutagenesis procedure. The L66W mutation was introduced using the

Quik-Change mutagenesis kit (Stratagene). [16]

For the EPR experiments the protein was kept in 100 mM HEPES buffer at pH 7.4 at a

concentration of 1−2 mM. To ensure that iron loading was complete, no adventitious iron

binding was taking place, and the iron-binding sites were intact, all samples were checked

with UV/VIS absorption and X-band EPR spectroscopy. To shorten measurement time re-

quired for a good signal-to-noise ratio, the experiments onthe mutants of isolated N-lobe

were performed on highly concentrated samples. Protein solutions were concentrated to

5−10 mM using a 30 kD molecular weight cut-off filter (Amicon). To assure that no changes

in the spectra occurred due to dense packing of the protein and/or low water concentration,

spectra were measured on isolated N-lobe wild type both at 1 mM and at 10 mM (compare

Figures 3 and 7). No shifts of resonances were observed.

2.2 Continuous-wave EPR at 275 GHz

Continuous-wave (cw) 275.7 GHz EPR spectra were obtained ona spectrometer developed

in our group, [56] using a probe dedicated to operation in cw mode. [57] Because a single-

mode cavity was used to detect the EPR signal, only a very small sample volume of 20 nL

was required. The applied microwave power was in theµW range. For the broad scans a

modulation amplitude of 3 mT was used, the details of theg ∼ 2 region were acquired with

a modulation amplitude of 0.7 mT.

2.3 Data analysis

The EPR spectra of high-spin Fe3+, S = 5/2, are interpreted using the spin Hamiltonian [58]

H = µBB0 ·g ·S+S ·D ·S. (1)

The ZFS tensor,D, is symmetric, can be taken traceless, and is characterizedby two param-

eters,D = 3/2Dz andE = 1/2(Dx −Dy). The ratioE/D reflects the rhombicity ofD. In the

high-field limit, S ·D ·S ≪ µBB0 ·g ·S, the ZFS term may be treated as a perturbation to the

Zeeman splitting. [59] As a result, a sample in which the spins are randomly oriented shows
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a spectrum with equidistant signals with their spacing determined by the principal values of

the ZFS tensor,Di (i = x,y,z), according to

∆B0 =
3|Di|

µBgi
(2)

Figure 2 shows the dependence of the magnetic sublevels of aS = 5/2 system in the high-

field limit and the equidistant transitions forB0 parallel to the principal axes of the ZFS

tensor. At the lowest temperatures these transitions show up in the EPR spectra only above

or belowg ∼ 2, depending on whetherDi is positive or negative, respectively (in our analysis

we will follow the convention|Dz| > |Dy| > |Dx|). As the temperature is increased, sublevels

higher in energy become populated and the corresponding transitions will become visible in

the spectra. In particular in the region aroundg ∼ 2 several transitions will start to show up

close to each other, which are arranged in a complex pattern due to second-order effects.

Flexibility in the structure of a paramagnetic site leads toinhomogeneous line broad-

ening in its EPR spectra. For high-spin Fe3+ complexes or proteins in frozen solution this

shows up mainly as a strain in the ZFS, which can be remarkablylarge. [57,60–62] Because

a change in the ZFS brings about a change in resonance field that is proportional toms, the

signals furthest away from theg ∼ 2 region will be the most affected, see Figure 2. This

leads to characteristic spectra with strong, narrow signals in the region aroundg ∼ 2 (at

275.7 GHz this corresponds to 9.84 T) and weak, broad signalsat the magnetic fields above

and below theg ∼ 2 region. [59]

In order to obtain a quantitative description of the high-spin Fe3+ spectra in terms of

spin-Hamiltonian parameters, all spectra were simulated using the EPR simulation package

EasySpin. [63] To reproduce the width and shape of the resonances, strain inD andE was

taken into account by adding a Gaussian to the spectrum of a width proportional to the

derivative of the resonance field with respect toD andE of a given transition.

3 Results

In Figure 3 the 275 GHz cw EPR spectra at 10, 15 and 20 K of the isolated N-lobe of human

serum transferrin are shown. The broad, weak signals above and below theg ∼ 2 region are

emphasized in this figure, while the details of the narrow signals in theg ∼ 2 region of the

10 K spectrum are shown in Figure 6. In the 10 K spectrum two broad, positive signals are

observed at 8.44 T and 9.08 T. Two broad, negative signals show up at 10.78 T and around
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Fig. 2 The dependence of the energy of the six magnetic sublevels ofa high-spin Fe3+ system,S = 5/2, on

the magnitude of the magnetic field applied along thex, y andz principal directions of the g and ZFS tensors,

which are assumed to be collinear. The ZFS and g tensor principal values determined from human serum

transferrin N-lobe were used in this example, see Table 1. The vertical lines show 275.7 GHz resonance fields

in Tesla. The light gray resonances have a negligible transition probability.

11.8 T. From the distance between each of these two signalsDy andDz can be estimated to be

-6.5 GHz and 9.2 GHz, respectively. This gives a value of -2.7GHz forDx. The 9.08 T peak

shows a shoulder at 9.28 T and also at 9.49 T a signal shows up. We tentatively assign these

signals to the absorption maxima (B0//x) of the transitions between|−5/2〉 and |−3/2〉

and|−3/2〉 and|−1/2〉, respectively. Next to the 10.78 T signal a second, negativepeak is

visible at 10.56 T, which increases with temperature. We assign this peak to the high-field

turning point between the sublevels|+1/2〉 and|+3/2〉 (B0//y). Similarly a weak shoulder
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at 8.83 T due to the low-field turning point (B0//z) between the same sublevels becomes

obvious at 20 K.

Simulation of the spectra of isolated N-lobe confirms our interpretation and allows fine

tuning of the ZFS parameters. We findDz = 9.1 GHz,Dy = -6.6 GHz, andDx = -2.5 GHz,

which corresponds toD = 13.7 GHz andE = 2.1 GHz, see Table 1. To reproduce the line

widths, a strain in bothD andE of 20 % was taken into account.

Fig. 3 275.7 GHz cw EPR spectra (black) and simulations (red) of thehuman serum transferrin N-lobe at

10, 15 and 20 K. The intense, narrow signals in the region around g ∼ 2 are faded to bring forward the broad,

weak signals above and belowg ∼ 2 and are shown in detail in Figure 6. Molecular oxygen is known to give

signals at 7.6 and 11.7 T, which are marked in the spectra. [64] Simulation parameters are given in Table 1.

Figure 4 shows the 275 GHz EPR spectra of the monoferric mutants of human serum

transferrin, FeC and FeN, which have high-spin Fe3+ bound only to the C-lobe or the N-

lobe, respectively. Both spectra are typical for a high-spin Fe3+ in the high-field limit, but

differ clearly in their ZFS parameters. An analysis similarto the analysis of the spectra from

isolated N-lobe was performed on both the spectra from FeC and from FeN. The ZFS and

strain parameters are shown in Table 1.
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The spectrum of diferric human serum transferrin (Fe2) is shown in Figure 4 as well.

Contributions from the N-lobe and the C-lobe are clearly resolved in this spectrum. Impor-

tantly, a simulation assuming a 60:40 contribution of FeC:FeN provides a good match with

the experiment.

Fig. 4 275.7 GHz cw EPR spectra (black) and simulations (red) of themonoferric mutants of human serum

transferrin (FeN) and (FeC) and diferric human serum transferrin (Fe2) at 10 K. The intense, narrow signals

in the region aroundg ∼ 2 are faded to bring forward the broad, weak signals above andbelowg ∼ 2 and are

shown in detail in Figure 6. An unknown impurity in the cavitygenerates a background signal around 9.6 T,

marked with a+. Simulation parameters are given in Table 1.

Close inspection reveals that the signals arising from ironbound to the N-lobe differ

for Fe2, FeN and isolated N-lobe. The high-field region of theEPR spectra aboveg ∼ 2

is shown in more detail in Figure 5. The arrows mark the signaldue to theB0//z turning

point between the sublevels|−3/2〉 and|−1/2〉 for all three spectra at 10.72 T, 10.67 T, and

10.77 T, respectively. The correspondingB0//z turning points between the sublevels|−5/2〉

and|−3/2〉 around 11.8 T probably show corresponding variations, but these signals are too
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shallow to allow a reliable measure. Thus, the values ofDz are different for Fe2(N), FeN,

and isolated N-lobe: 8.4, 8.0, and 9.1 GHz, respectively.

Fig. 5 Detail of the 275.7 GHz cw EPR spectra of the monoferric mutant of human serum transferrin (FeN),

diferric human serum transferrin (Fe2), and N-lobe at 10 K.

Looking further at the spectrum of FeN in Figure 5, we see, in addition to the two signals

at 10.67 T and around 11.6 T, two weaker signals at 11.04 T and around 12.3 T. These signals

correspond to a high-spin Fe3+ site with a for transferrin remarkably large and axial ZFS

(D = 17.7 GHz andE/D = 0.03). Thus, the spectrum of FeN shows a second high-spin Fe3+

site, likely a second conformation of the N-lobe iron-binding site. Signals due to this second

conformation can be found in other parts of the 275 GHz spectra as well. Comparison of

the regions belowg ∼ 2 for FeN and isolated N-lobe (compare Figure 3 and 4) shows two

broad, positive peaks in both spectra at roughly the same field positions, but the line widths

are larger for FeN - for the 8.44 T peak a FWHM of 0.23 T for isolated N-lobe and 0.32 T for

FeN. The large line width in the FeN spectrum suggests that the value ofDy for the second

conformation is different from the value ofDy for the first conformation (which is similar to

that of isolated N-lobe), but that this difference is not resolved in the spectrum. The entire
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spectrum of FeN can be well fitted taking into account two components with fractions 70%

for conformation 1 and 30% for conformation 2 (see Table 1 forthe fitting parameters),

including theg ∼ 2 region, shown in Figure 6. In particular, the signal at 9.73T arises due

to the high value ofDz of the second conformation.

Fig. 6 Theg ∼ 2 region of the 275.7 GHz cw EPR spectrum (black) and simulation (red) of the human serum

transferrin FeC, FeN, Fe2, and N-lobe at 10 K. A Mn2+ impurity is present around 9.85 T. A narrow signal of

varying strength at 9.83 T (g ∼ 2) is due to an impurity in the buffer, marked with a⋆. Simulation parameters

are given in Table 1.

Figure 6 shows also theg ∼ 2 region of Fe2, FeC and isolated N-lobe and corresponding

simulations. The spectrum of Fe2 is dominated by the contribution from the C-lobe, but

also shows the signals arising from the N-lobe. The simulation of the Fe2 spectrum was

performed assuming the same 60:40 fraction of FeC:FeN used to simulate the spectrum

shown in Figure 4. Notably theg ∼ 2 region of Fe2 does not show the signal at 9.73 T

arising from the second conformation observed in the spectra of FeN.

We estimate the g values of the transferrin iron-binding sites to be around 2.004. The

match between simulation and experiment in theg ∼ 2 region is not sufficient to allow
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us to determine the small deviations fromge typically seen in high-spin Fe3+ sites with

confidence. Specifically, the simulations reproduce the observed resonance fields, but not

the intensities. This is probably related to the presence ofg-strain, which deforms the spectra

and was not taken into account in the simulations.

Table 1 Zero-field splitting parameters and strain used to simulatethe human serum transferrin spectra shown

in Figures 3, 4, 6, and 7. Line widths are expressed as full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the Gaussian

distributions ofD andE.

D E E/D D-strain E-strain

(GHz) (GHz) % %

Fe2 (N, 40%) 12.6 2.4 0.19 20 20

Fe2 (C, 60%) 9.3 2.4 0.25 18 18

FeN (1, 70%) 12.0 2.6 0.22 25 30

FeN (2, 30%) 17.7 0.6 0.03 20 20

FeC 9.3 2.4 0.25 18 18

N-lobe 13.7 2.1 0.15 20 20

N-lobe(R124A) −11.6 −3.0 0.26 27 50

N-lobe(Y45E) 12.0 2.7 0.22 30 30

N-lobe(L66W) 13.1 2.4 0.18 25 25

We acquired 275 GHz spectra of three mutants of isolated N-lobe, in which Arg124 is

either removed (R124A) or its conformation is altered (Y45Eand L66W). In Figure 7 these

spectra are compared to the spectrum of wild-type isolated N-lobe. The spectra of L66W and

Y45E are similar to the wild type spectrum. The values ofDz are slightly smaller, 8.7 GHz

for L66W and 8.0 GHz for Y45E as compared to 9.1 GHz for wild-type, while the values of

Dy are the same. The Y45E spectrum shows an increase in the line width, e.g. from 0.23 T

for isolated N-lobe (8.44 T peak) to 0.29 T for Y45E. The removal of Arg124 in the mutant

R124A induces more drastic changes. The line widths in the spectrum have increased, e.g.

to 0.5 T for the 8.2 T peak, which suggests a broad distribution of ZFS parameters or the

presence of multiple conformations. The average values ofDz andDy have changed to -7.7

and 6.8 GHz (the sign ofD merely changes to adhere to the convention|Dz| > |Dy| > |Dx|).
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Fig. 7 275.7 GHz cw EPR spectra of the isolated N-lobe of human serumtransferrin and the mutants of

isolated N-lobe R124A, Y45E, and L66W at 10 K. The intense, narrow signals in the region aroundg ∼ 2 are

faded to bring forward the broad, weak signals above and below g ∼ 2. An unknown impurity in the cavity

generates a background signal around 9.6 T, marked with a+. Simulation parameters are given in Table 1.

4 Discussion

The vast majority of EPR spectra of transferrin reported in the literature are acquired at X

band. The X-band EPR spectrum of transferrin shows two sets of signals, one aroundg = 9

and one aroundg = 4.3 arising from the±3/2 doublet. The signal aroundg = 4.3 is broad,

about 100 mT, and shows a characteristic shape. Selective iron loading revealed subtle dif-

ferences in the X-band spectra between the C-lobe and the N-lobe. [10,35] Variations in the

spectrum are also observed among transferrins from different organisms and other mem-

bers of the transferrin family, including lactoferrin, ovotransferrin, and melanotransferrin.

[29,36–38] Binding with a different synergistic anion and mutation of the coordinating lig-

ands alters the spectrum drastically, [39,31,40–43] and also mutations further away from

the iron-binding site are known to influence the spectrum, [44] as are salt concentration and

pH. [45–47]
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Despite many attempts, a satisfactory interpretation of the X-band spectrum of transfer-

rin has not yet been provided. [27,28,30,33,34,65,49] Variations in the spectra are neither

understood nor quantified, as in most cases they are merely changes in signal intensity that

reshape the spectra and not shifts in resonance fields, whichwould be more informative.

In this respect the analysis is strongly aided by performingEPR spectroscopy at a higher

microwave frequency, thereby bringing the high-spin Fe3+ sites in the high-field limit. [59,

66] Inter-doublet transitions are resolved and the ZFS can be accurately determined.

In the 275 GHz cw EPR spectra of human serum transferrin, the signals from the iron

ions in the two lobes are clearly distinguished. Comparisonto the spectra of the monoferric

mutants, FeN and FeC, made assignment possible to either theC-lobe or the N-lobe. Quan-

titative analysis of the 275 GHz spectra resulted in the determination of the ZFS parameters

for the individual lobes:D = 9.3 GHz andE/D = 0.25 for C-lobe andD = 12.6 GHz and

E/D = 0.19 for N-lobe of the diferric protein. It is noteworthy that these parameters have

never previously been reported.

The ZFS parameters of the N- and C-lobe reveal a considerabledifference in the elec-

tronic structure between the two iron-binding sites. This is consistent with studies of trans-

ferrin by biochemical methods. The two sites are known to differ in a number of properties,

for example in the pH dependence of the iron-release rate, [67] even though the coordinating

residues of the iron are the same and the geometries are similar. X-band EPR spectroscopy

on transferrin substituted with Cu2+, Cr3+, and VO2+ showed differences in electronic struc-

ture between the two sites as well, [39,68,69] as did an ENDORstudy of57Fe-transferrin.

[70]

The high resolution of the 275 GHz spectra with respect to theZFS made it possible

to resolve small variations in the structure of the N-lobe iron-binding site. Comparison of

the spectra of isolated N-lobe, Fe2, and FeN, reveals that the structure of the site in isolated

N-lobe differs from the N-lobe site in monoferric FeNand in diferric Fe2. Thus, both the

presence and the iron loading of the C-lobe have an influence on the N-lobe iron-binding

site. X-ray diffraction on crystals of FeN bound to the transferrin receptor shows that the

C2 subdomain, which undergoes a large rotation when the binding cleft opens, shows very

little electron density, indicating that the unloaded C-lobe is highly mobile and disordered

in the structure. As we find two distinct structures for the N-lobe site in FeN, which are

both different from the structure of the N-lobe site in Fe2, it is not unthinkable that these
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two conformations of the N-lobe are connected to an open conformation and a conformation

intermediate between open and closed of the C-lobe.

We observe an influence of the C-lobe conformation on the N-lobe iron-binding site.

However, we do not see the reverse effect, i.e., an influence of the N-lobe conformation

on the C-lobe iron-binding site. Our spectra show no difference between the structures of

the C-lobe sites in monoferric FeC and in diferric Fe2. Theseobservations are in accord

with results from kinetic studies of iron release by human serum transferrin. [13,71] i) The

presence of the C-lobe slows the rate of iron release from theN-lobe. ii) Release from the

N-lobe is impacted by the conformation of the C-lobe, but iron release from the C-lobe

is not affected by the conformation of the N-lobe. A change inthe release rate of iron in

the N-lobe indicates, indirectly, a change in iron-bindingsite, which is readily seen in the

electronic structure of the iron site as reflected in the different ZFS parameters for the N-lobe

iron in the monoferric and diferric proteins (see Table 1).

The residue Arg124 is part of the hydrogen bond network that keeps the synergistic an-

ion carbonate in place (see Figure 1) and is known to play a critical role in iron-binding and

release. Molecular dynamics simulations show that upon protonation of Tyr188 the Arg124

swings away from the iron. [19,20] Mutation of Arg124 does not disable iron binding, but

always leads to accelerated rates of iron release. [72,73]

The crystal structure of isolated N-lobe shows two conformations both for the syner-

gistically bound carbonate anion and for the side chain of Arg124. [5] In conformation A

the side chain of Arg124 is folded around the carbonate ion such that both theNε andNH2

atoms are hydrogen bonded to the carbonateO2 atom. The carbonate is bound in a slightly

asymmetric, bidentate fashion to the iron. In conformationB the side chain of Arg124 is

more extended and has moved away from the iron-binding site.The carbonate is still biden-

tate, but is more asymmetrically bound to the iron. Remarkably, the 275 GHz spectra of

isolated N-lobe show no sign of the presence of a second conformation of the iron-binding

site.

To investigate this more extensively we studied two mutantsof isolated N-lobe, L66W

and Y45E, which were designed to either push the Arg124 firmlyagainst the carbonate, or

pull it away, respectively, thereby mimicking the two conformations of Arg124 observed in

the crystal structure of wild-type N-lobe. [16] Crystal structures obtained by X-ray diffrac-

tion confirmed the conformation of Arg124 in these two mutants. [16] In L66W the Arg124

is pressed firmly against the carbonate anion and a single conformation very similar to con-
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formation A in wild-type is observed. In the crystal structure of Y45E, on the other hand,

Arg124 is swung away from the carbonate and the position of the carbonate with respect to

the iron is not well defined. These observations appear to be consistent with the 275 GHz

spectra. The spectrum of L66W shows a single conformation with ZFS parameters that are

slightly different from those of wild-type isolated N-lobe(see Table 1) and which may reflect

a more stable A conformation with stronger H-bonding to Arg124. The 275 GHz spectrum

of Y45E reveals a larger change in the ZFS parameters (see Table 1) and increased rhom-

bicity (E/D = 0.22 vs. 0.15 for the wild-type isolated N-lobe) as well as anincrease in line

width from 0.23 T to 0.29 T, perhaps reflecting a less stable B conformation with greater

disorder.

The 275 GHz spectra of Y45E and L66W clearly differ from each other, which makes it

likely that the two conformations of carbonate and Arg124 observed in the crystal structure

of isolated N-lobe would be resolved in our spectra or that, at least, an appropriate line

broadening would be observed. However, the 275 GHz spectrumof isolated N-lobe is not

a sum of the spectra of Y45E and L66W. We are therefore led to the conclusion that the

two conformations are not present in our frozen solution of isolated N-lobe and that their

observation by X-ray diffraction might be an artefact of crystallization.

Finally we investigated the N-lobe mutant R124A. [73,74] X-ray diffraction data show

severe changes to the iron-binding site upon removal of Arg124. The carbonate moves away

from the arginine position by 0.3̊A and the iron atom moves with it away from liganding

residues His249 and Asp63. The Fe-N(His) bond is thereby lengthened by approximately

0.3 Å to 2.4 Å. Notably the structure of the altered iron site of R124A is well defined. [75]

The 275 GHz spectra show a large change in ZFS parameters for R124A, which indicates

are correspondingly large change in structure. This may be related to the suggestion of

Rinaldoet al. that for the R124A mutant, the His249 is protonated. [17,18]The line width

in the 275 GHz spectra of R124A has increased markedly to 0.5 Tfrom 0.23 T for the

wild-type, which suggests a pluriformity in the conformation of the iron site. The presence

of multiple conformations is supported by the pH dependenceof the iron-release, which

follows a non-sigmoidal curve. [75] Thus, also for the N-lobe mutant R124A the global

structural information obtained from the 275 GHz EPR spectra appears to be at variance

with the crystal structure.

It would be of great interest if the observed ZFS parameters and the variation therein

could be interpreted in terms of the structure of the transferrin iron-binding sites. Such a
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translation would require an extensive quantum-chemical study and is challenging for high-

spin d5 systems, [76] but is the obvious next step towards understanding the iron binding by

transferrin. However, even without knowledge of how they arise exactly, the ZFS parame-

ters by themselves have turned out to be a valuable source of information. Because they are

very sensitive to small changes in the structures of the metal sites, the ZFS parameters pro-

vide a way of identifying site-specific conformational states and, as such provide structural

information relevant to function.

In our simulations of the 275 GHz EPR spectra we take the ZFS strain into account

using a first order approximation. Although it was possible to analyze the spectra with this

method, a complete match between experiment and simulationwas not accomplished. i)

The positions of the broad resonances above and below theg ∼ 2 region are not reproduced

exactly when one particular value ofDi is assumed. For example, of the two peaks at 8.44 T

and 9.08 T in the spectra of wild-type isolated N-lobe (Figure 3), the peak at 9.08 T is not

reproduced within 25 mT by a value ofDy of -6.6 GHz. ii) Scaling of the simulated spectrum

to the experimental spectrum for one peak does not lead to proper scaling for other peaks.

iii) Transition probabilities are not simulated properly in several cases. See for example the

9.28 T peak in the spectra of wild-type isolated N-lobe, Figure 3. To address these issues

we are currently in the process of improving our method of simulating ZFS strain. This will

be particularly important for the interpretation of the X-band spectra of transferrin, because

in this situationS · D · S ≫ µBB0 · g · S and the spectra are dominated by the distribution in

E/D.

5 Conclusion

The question as to what comprises the EPR spectrum of transferrin has fascinated scientists

for many decades. High-frequency EPR in conjunction with recombinant forms and mutants

of human serum transferrin made it possible to determine theZFS parameters characteristic

of the iron ions bound to each of the two lobes, and thereby revealed a significant difference

in structure. Moreover, an effect exerted by the presence and conformation of the C-lobe on

the N-lobe iron-binding site was observed indirectly via small changes in the ZFS parame-

ters of the iron ion bound to the N-lobe. Thus, the ability to determine the ZFS parameters

of the individual lobes with high accuracy allowed us to answer a relevant biological ques-
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tion. These findings show the power of high-frequency EPR in exploring the structure of the

iron-binding sites of transferrin.
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